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EXT. DIAMOND DIMENSION - DAY

SMASH! HIT! KICK!

A DIAMOND HEAD THIEF (blue diamond head creature wearing a

blue cloak) falls to the ground! KENDALL ZODIAC (22,

immortal wizard, brave and heroic) stands with confidence.

KENDALL

You rock heads might be tough, but

you’re no match for me.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF #1

AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

PUNCH!

The evil thief falls to the ground...

KENDALL

I mean come on guys, really.

Kendall clutches his hands together. A magical light blue

light appears. Kendall turns and...

BLAST!

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF #2

OOOOOF!

Another DIAMOND HEAD THIEF (purple diamond head creature

wearing a purple cloak) falls to the ground, and reveals a

scared OLD DIAMOND LADY (pink diamond head creature wearing

glasses and a pink puffy dress) behind him.

KENDALL

Stealing from a precious old lady.

Kendall reaches in his pocket and pulls out a small opened

brown bag of shiny golden rings. The heroic young wizard

happily ties the bag tight, and gives it to the old diamond

lady.

OLD DIAMOND LADY

Thank you young man. I appreciate

your kind heroism.

KENDALL

No problem ma’am.

The old diamond lady raises her hand and a pink diamond

portal appears. She steps in with her bag of rings, and the

portal disappears in a flash.
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Kendall happily looks at the direction the old diamond lady

went.

ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

KENDALL

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

The young immortal wizard falls to the ground, revealing a

burnt red and black mark on his back. A surprising taller

and muscular DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER (green diamond head

creature wearing a green cape)stands with smoke coming off

of his hand.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER

You IDIOTS!!!

The two diamond head thieves regain consciousness, as they

hear their leader insulting them.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER

You let this pathetic wizard stop

you, and let our last job of the

day get away!

The two diamond lackeys quickly stand up tall in fear. The

diamond leader picks up Kendall’s unconscious body and

throws him on the ground.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER

Prove to me your’e not completely

weak, and punish this insect!

Diamond Head Thief Leader puts his foot on Kendall’s back.

He points his finger at Kendall’s back. A green flashy light

blinks.

BLAST!

KENDALL

AAAAAHHHH!

The two diamond henchmen join in on their bosses’ fun. From

a distance, the silhouettes of the torture can be seen.

STAB! KICK! PUNCH! BLAST! BLAST! ELECTRICAL SHOCK! KICK!

The evil diamonds stand victoriously over Kendall, when

suddenly...

DING! DONG! DING! DONG! DING!
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DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER

OH, NO!

Crystal creatures in uniforms are seen traveling on foot.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF #1

The Crystallization Knight Force!!!

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF #2

We’ll be crystallized for sure!

Forever even!!!

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF #1

They might even break us!

Diamond Head Thief Leader turns his head angrily at his

lackeys.

DIAMOND HEAD THIEF LEADER

QUIET YOU FOOLS!!! Those sparkly

pests haven’t caught up to us for

weeks, and they won’t now! Let’s

go!

In a rush, Diamond Head Leader throws Kendall’s body in a

nearby jewel bush. Together the criminal diamond trio open a

green diamond portal and disappear.

FLASH!

Another portal noise is heard in the background.

As Kendall remains unconscious and unable to move, a

mysterious silhouette of a lady appears over him.

From a distance, the mysterious lady can be seen holding

Kendall’s body up, and flying away from the scene.

INT. MAGICAL HEALTH CENTER, ROOM 301 - DAY

A close up of Kendall’s eyes are seen, as he slowly opens

them up. From a bird’s-eye view, he is seen laying on a pink

hospital bed. The young wizard leans up slowly...

KENDALL

UUUUhhhhhhh...... Oh, oh man...

Wha... Where am I?

Kendall looks around and sees the giant busy room he’s in:

several opened and closed magenta curtains, each filled with

one patient with different medical conditions.
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Several magical nurses and doctors are seen moving across

the room and attending to different patients. Some are

performing spells, preparing health potions, and writing

down on charts.

Kendall looks surprised and confused.

KENDALL

Wait a minute... Am I in a

hospital?

SLAM! The double doors in the front of the room open, as the

mysterious lady from before flies in with her clipboard.

Some of the doctors and nurses stop what they’re doing to

notice her, as she flies past them.

PIXIE DOCTOR

Oh. Hi Annette!

ELF NURSE

Annette! Hhhiiiiiii! You look

beautiful as ever.

MONSTER DOCTOR

Ah Annette. I see you’re here to do

another fantastic job today.

ANNETTE MARIE FAIRYGTON (21, fairy nurse, focused, smart,

and beautiful) briefly looks at her colleagues and smiles.

ANNETTE

Hi, guys. Thanks for the support,

like always.

Kendall notices the young nurse heading towards his

direction.

Annette, still staring at her clipboard arrives, next to

Kendall. She begins checking off on her list with her pen.

ANNETTE

Ok,... Kendall Zodiac. Mmmhmm. Age,

22. Correct! Birthday, December

29th... I got that. Occupation,

magical wizard. Yup, yup, yup!

Kendall looks up and down at Annette, still confused but

also amused.

KENDALL

Someone’s very organized.

Annette turns her head happily at Kendall.
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ANNETTE

Thank you! I get that a lot. Now to

check your injuries.

POOF!

Annette’s clipboard and pen disappears. She touches

Kendall’s hoodie. A green light begins to glow.

POOF!

Kendall is instantly shirtless, causing him to blush.

KENDALL

Hey!

Annette concentrates on the injuries on Kendall’s body.

Several bruises, sharp cuts, and scratches are seen.

ANNETTE

Uh, huh. Yeah, ok.

Annette places both of her hands on Kendall’s chest, causing

him to blush harder.

KENDALL

Ouch!

The green light from Annette’s hands begin to glow again.

Annette begins moving her hands across Kendall’s body. The

injuries start to heal and clear up quickly.

KENDALL

Wow!

Kendall looks up at Annette with a big smile.

KENDALL

You’re amazing! Thanks a lot doc!

Annette smiles back, as her green light disappears again.

ANNETTE

You’re welcome. And I’m not a

doctor... well not yet anyway. Just

a nurse.

Annette proudly points at her name tag.

KENDALL

With healing powers as fast as that

you’ll be a doctor in no time!
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ANNETTE

Well, that’s my dream job anyway.

One day...

Annette happily points her finger at Kendall.

ZAP!

Kendall rapidly spins around and around above his bed for a

few seconds.

KENDALL

Woah! Woah! Woah! Woah Woah!

The young wizard lands on his bed, feeling dizzy.

ANNETTE

Now time to check the back!

Annette begins to wave her hands around Kendall’s back,

causing yellow sparkles to hit the injury.

KENDALL

(laughing) Ha ha ha! That tickles!

Raising her hand...

POOF!

A magical green healing potion, appears on Annette’s hand.

She pours the whole thing rapidly across Kendall’s back.

KENDALL

Ow! Ouch! Ow! Ow, ow, ow! Ok, that

stings a little. OOOOOWWWWW!

Kendall’s injury begins to shrink and heal a little bit.

Only small scattered red marks are seen now.

ANNETTE

Ok, one last thing.

Annette raises her fingers.

SNAP!

Kendall is instantly leaned up.

SNAP!

POOF!
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A giant white bandage tape appears. The young nurse begins

to twirl her fingers around in a circle. The white bandage

tape begins to wrap itself around Kendall’s body.

ANNETTE

And, wrap around, and around, and

around.... There, enough.

Kendall’s stomach is covered with the tape.

Annette raises her fingers again.

SNAP!

POOF!

The white bandage tape disappears. Kendall turns himself

over to face Annette.

KENDALL

So what’s the status? Am I okay?

ANNETTE

Yes. The injury is mainly gone but

I’ll need you to take it easy for

about two weeks to let those red

marks heal properly. You can move

as freely, as you want after that.

KENDALL

Okay. You got it!

ANNETTE

Alrighty! You’re almost outta here.

I’ll be right back with your check

up receipt and a doctor to confirm

that you’re okay.

Annette turns around and begins to fly away. She suddenly

turns her head back at Kendall.

ANNETTE

Oh, and by the way, those idiots

from earlier were caught. No need

to worry about them anymore.

POOF!

A newspaper appears in front of Kendall. Kendall takes it

and looks at the front headline: NOTORIOUS DIAMOND HEAD

THIEF GANG FINALLY ARRESTED BY THE CRYSTALLIZATION KNIGHT

FORCE!!!
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ANNETTE

I called the authorities after

bringing you back here. It took,

like, an hour to find them.

KENDALL

(laughing) Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha,

nice. Serves them right.

Annette smiles at the young wizard, and turns back around

and continues to fly forward. She exits the room.

Kendall admiringly stares in Annette’s direction.

POOF!

KENDALL

AAAAHHH!!!

Annette appears back with DOCTOR O’NEAL (goblin doctor,

cheerful and caring). Annette hands Kendall his check up

receipt.

ANNETTE

Here you go! Please check to make

sure all of the information is

correct.

DOCTOR O’NEAL

Okay son, you’re all set!

Everything is in order. If you feel

any pain or need an emergency

appointment, come back anytime!

The doctor puts his arm around Annette, and motions her

closer to him.

DOCTOR O’NEAL

And you were very lucky. You had

one of our best and talented nurses

here! You know she’s been with us

ever since she was a teenager

right?! Such a prodigy!

ANNETTE

Awwwwww, Patrick. You’re flattering

me.

Kendall finishes reading up the newspaper article and looks

up at Annette and Dr. O’Neal.
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KENDALL

Okay, thanks again for everything.

But, I have one question? Not that

I don’t appreciate Annette, but,

why didn’t you just treat me doc?

DOCTOR O’NEAL

Oh, well Annette is one of our

veteran nurses here. She knows 875+

medical spells, 401+ treatments,

and 356+ healing remedies. All of

the doctors trust her! Especially

me! Plus, your injuries weren’t too

bad on the magical health scale.

About a 3 or 4.

KENDALL

Oh, okay.

DOCTOR O’NEAL

Who knows. If you come back son,

Annette might be a certified

doctor!

KENDALL

Oh, I’m sure of it.

Annette shyly brushes off the idea.

DOCTOR O’NEAL

Well, see ya!

POOF!

The doctor disappears. Kendall turns his attention back

towards Annette.

ANNETTE

Welp, I better be going too. Got 5

more patients lined up to nurse! It

was nice meeting you Kendall

Zodiac.

Annette motions her hand forward, for a proper handshake.

Kendall smiles back and shakes Annette’s hand.

KENDALL

And it was a pleasure meeting you!

Annnnneeeetttteeee...

ANNETTE

Annette Marie Fairygton, at your

service.
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KENDALL

Such a pretty name.

ANNETTE

Thank you. Well, see you around!

Annette waves her hand goodbye.

POOF!

Kendall smiles, and stands up from his bed. He exits the

room.

INT. MAGICAL HEALTH CENTER, LOBBY - DAY

Vases of Purple flowers. Wide magenta information table.

Dozens of magenta seats, with some filled with sick and

injured people.

Kendall walks up to the information table. He notices many

fairy secretaries answering and taking calls.

FAIRY SECRETARY #1

Hello! This is Magical Health

Center! How may I help you?

FAIRY SECRETARY #2

Yes, sir. Doctor Knight is out for

the day, but he’ll be back

tomorrow. Do you want me to

schedule you an appointment?

FAIRY SECRETARY #3

Mmhm. Mmhm. Yes Mrs. Daily your

medication is ready to be picked

up. Doctor Blu and Nurse Sarah has

it in Room #405 waiting for you.

Kendall notices several brochures and business cards on a

stand, on the table. He takes one of each and stares at the

business card.

Kendall notices the Magical Health Center’s symbol: a pink

heart with a purple plus on it. He smiles.

KENDALL

Annette Marie Fairygton...

Fades to black.


